CEVA’s Supply Chain Solutions

4PL and LLP Services
Today’s global marketplace is characterized by complex
challenges driven by dramatic seasonal fluctuations in market
demand. Cost pressures from many directions mean SKU and
activity profiling are essential to stay on top of what’s
happening across your supply chain.
To compete effectively in this environment, you need to balance inventories,
utilize the best IT support for order processing, while at the same time increase
profitability through the flexibility and efficiency of your supply chains.
CEVA fully understands what makes a supply chain tick and translates its
knowledge into evolving, improving solutions which are innovative, efficient,
and scalable whatever your operations’ size.
CEVA’s Supply Chain Solutions represents a comprehensive supply chain
management 4PL and LLP service which provides the orchestration, execution
and performance ownership of all supply chain management functions from
origin through to ultimate destination.
Our objective is clear: to deliver measurable value to your business by
providing greater visibility and control of your entire supply chain operations.

Your benefits:
• Reduced end to end
supply chain costs
• Proactive management
of freight flows
• Increased flexibility
and control
• Efficient use of all
transportation modes

• Greater visibility and
real time information
• Reduced risks and
disruptions

International
source

Our services:
Addressing your needs

Supply Chain Control Tower
CEVA’s SCS global control tower infrastructure provides the scalable and efficient
supply chain management services to our 4PL and LLP customers, applying
configurable, repeatable and proven processes. Services include PO management,
transport planning and optimization, supply chain execution, disruption
management, performance management and more.

CEVA’s Supply Chain Solution: Addressing your needs
Customer demand

Matching SCS offering

Core enabler

• Solution development
• Workflow Management
System (TMS)

Integration of functional
and geographical silos

Integration
platform

Reduce logistics cost
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Reduce management and
administrative cost
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Improve service levels

Central
workflow control

• Performance management
• Business support
• Process engineering

• Network engineering
• LSP sourcing
• LSP management
Planning
Settlement
Business support
Controlling

Team of experts you can rely on
As part of our neutral 4PL and LLP services, our experienced engineering
team is focused on delivering cost benefits to your end to end supply chain
by ongoing analysis and optimization of your network.
Through CEVA Supply Chain Solutions you can enjoy improved control and
visibility in combination with best in class operations and continuous
improvement resulting into a highly competitive supply chain.
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